Call for Editorial Board Members

Cybersecurity is an open-access, double-blind, peer-reviewed journal. This journal aims to systematically cover all essential aspects of cybersecurity, with a focus on reporting on cyberspace security issues, the latest research results, and real-world deployment of security technologies. For more information, please visit the journal homepage at: https://cybersecurity.springeropen.com/

We are looking for enterprising researchers or postgraduate researchers to act as the journal Editorial Board Members who active in the areas as mentioned below.

Areas

- Cryptography and its applications
- Network and critical infrastructure security
- Hardware security
- Software and system security
- Cybersecurity data analytics
- Data-driven security and measurement studies
- Adversarial reasoning
- Malware analysis
- Privacy-enhancing technologies and anonymity
- IoT security
- AI security

Duties

Once a manuscript has been submitted, the Editor will contact an Editorial Board Member from an appropriate field of expertise. The Editorial Board Member will take care of the peer review and decision process. After in-depth peer review, the Editorial Board Member will merge the feedback from external reviewers and conclude comments for the authors. During the course of manuscript revision, the Editorial Board Member is responsible for communicating with the Editors and the authors to solve any unforeseen problems until the manuscript gets ready for publication.

Application Process

The Management Committee of the journal will consider all candidates seriously and make the final decision. Decisions will be made mainly on the skills and experience of the candidates, and will also take into account the balance of expertise and diversity of the current Editorial Team.

Those who interested in the Editorial Board Member position with Cybersecurity should submit a CV and a cover letter to cybersecurity@iie.ac.cn, and should expect to receive the feedback within 1-2 months.